INTRODUCTION

INVENTING A CIT Y OF LIFE

—Singaporean official (2005)

Biopolis is a life-sciences hub in Singapore that is at once embedded
in the Asian tropics and densely connected to biomedical science
sites around the world. Conceived and implemented by a Singapore
government body called the Agency for Science, Technology and
Research (a*star), Biopolis is the heart of a new bioeconomy built
to remake the near future. The galactic imagery of a*star is reiterated in the words of a Singapore leader who boasted that this port
city must be like a Renaissance city-state (i.e., it must become a crucible of creativity that thrives by welcoming talented p eople from
far and wide).1 Biopolis, which is central to Singapore’s reinvention
as a knowledge economy, was introduced to the world with extravagant flourishes and fanfare.
In the first two decades, the Singapore state poured billions
of U.S. dollars into the biomedical center at the One North campus. Biopolis began in 2003 with an initial cluster of nine interlinked
towers—there are now thirteen—dedicated to bioscience activities
conducted mainly through public research institutes. The image and
tone of the place were established by the international architect Zaha
Hadid, who helped design a stunning parkland for scientists to work
in. The key research towers are named after Greek mythological
figures—Helios, Chromos, Centros, Nanos, Matrix, Genome, and
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Others collect butterflies; we collect scientists.

Proteus—signifying the high ambition and international symbolism of the
projects.2 These public institutes, increasingly juxtaposed with corporate labs,
are engaged in cutting-edge research in genomics, stem cells, oncology, neuroscience, nanotechnology, and biologics as well as tropical diseases. The towers
are linked by sky bridges, an architectural rendition of connectivity, to reflect
the resolutely international and interdisciplinary orientation of the initiative
(see figure I.1). Visiting British scientists, impressed by seemingly unlimited
funding, top-notched equipment, and spectacular facilities at a time when
funding for science has become less certain elsewhere, have dubbed Biopolis
a “science nirvana.”3
In the early years, the hothouse atmosphere was underlined by claims that
Biopolis was no butterfly-collecting expedition, but instead a project to collect scientists. Alan Coleman—the Scottish scientist who famously cloned
the sheep Dolly and now leads a program in stem cell research—was the chief
representation of the kind of “world-class” expert that Biopolis aimed to “collect,” who then acts as a principal investigator (pi) for different institutes and
programs. The scientists oversee laboratories filled with hundreds of PhDs
from China, India, and other parts of Asia who have been offered multiyear
a*star fellowships. Recruited by headhunting programs, t hese lab researchers are well paid compared to those at other research centers in Asia and, once
in Singapore, they are encouraged to take up citizenship. Talented Singaporean students are sent for overseas training in science and engineering, but
they are expected to return to work at Biopolis. While the goal for the future
is to have the biomedical hub be mostly homegrown, the community of sci2 •  introduction
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Fig I.1 A “sky bridge” hovers above a tropical garden at the Biopolis complex.

A City of Life

A self-description of Singapore is that it is a tiny, resource-poor island nation
that is compelled to constantly self-invent. Since its independence from British colonial rule in 1959, the city-state has struggled to survive. The 1960s were a
fraught decade, characterized by an ill-fated union with Malaysia that ended in
1965. The island nation also had to cope with a “konfrontasi” (Malay-Indonesian)
policy from its giant neighbor, Indonesia, which reviled independent Singapore
as a r unning dog of Western imperialism. Under the extraordinary leadership of
the first prime minister, Lee Kuan Yew, the next few decades saw the stunning
rise of Singapore as an “Asian tiger” nation, leaping from being a manufacturing
center to a global port and financial hub. By the turn of the century, Singapore’s gdp per capita of over US$55,000 exceeded that of the United States.4
Orville Schell, a scholar of modern Asia, notes wryly that Singapore’s experiment with modernity made “autocracy respectable” by leavening it with
meritocracy.5
The modern history of a tiny, resource-poor island struggling in a hostile
ocean has engendered an ethos of kiasu (Hokkien Chinese),6 or “fear of losing
Inventing a Cit y of Life  •
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entists is currently international, and their work is to advance cosmopolitan
science in the Asian tropics.
Biopolis is dedicated to the bright promise of developing personalized
medicine in Singapore. It is part of an ambitious quest to code variations in
dna, ethnicity, disease, and location among Asian populations for the discovery
of novel genomic information. Like variations in a piece of m
 usic, scientists’
refrains often invoke the difference of ethnic-or Asian-stratified medical data
that brands Singapore as the prime milieu in which global pharmaceutical innovations can be made in Asia and for Asian populations.
While the ethnicization of genomic data for customized medicine in the
tropics remains a heuristic, utilitarian way of discovering and investing in genomic citizenship or Asian genes, at the same time, the data becomes “Asian”
as does the modality of research and of life science. That is, Biopolis operates
not only as the center of a new research ecology but also as a key site in the
staking of a new and self-consciously Asian way of doing science. This begs
the question as to why the science becomes veritably Asian while still being
international and cosmopolitan in its design and practice. At stake in this
biomedical assemblage is the crystallization of conditions for the cosmopolitanization of a science that now refers to Asian bodies/histories/migrations/
diseases.
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out,” that pervades public policy and everyday activities alike. The Singaporean
version of meritocracy, which derived in part from the Confucian valorization
of education and from the modernist focus on progress through expertise, has
fueled a kiasu as an effect of fierce competitiveness in order to avoid “losing”
in individual as well as government ventures. The nation’s leading sociologist,
Chua Beng Huat, argues that “fear” of failing to win haunts the success that has
become the Singapore identity and brand.7 Not surprisingly, an undercurrent of
anxiety suffuses state entrepreneurial projects such as Biopolis. Especially since
the sars (severe acute respiratory syndrome) outbreak in much of Southeast
Asia at the turn of the c entury, the affective effect of kiasu has taken on new urgency, driving new senses in the necessity of not only sound, state-led planning
but also the need to be vigilant, if only to avoid anticipated disasters, including
those of a biological nature. The turn to the life sciences has taken the form of
Singapore being a beachhead for American cosmopolitan science, while the
influx of U.S. science institutions seems to register an American anxiety about
sustaining influence in the Asia-Pacific region as well.
In recent years, with an eye to the rise of China and India, the Singaporean state has shifted away from manufacturing to focus on high value-added
industries. In economics, “value-added” refers to the increase in value of a
product, exclusive of initial costs, at each step of its production. Knowledge
and informational technologies, by enhancing manufacturing, marketing,
processing, and serv ices, are ways to add value to a product. With some of
the highest student achievements in math scores in the world, Singapore has
rebranded itself as an “intelligent island.” The Economic Development Board
began to quickly step up investment in research and development generally,
especially in projects that promised to have a “high multiplying effect” in
stimulating the growth of a knowledge economy.
The quest for new sources of value in the midst of anxiety over emergent
viral and biological threats also prompted a refashioning of citizens as “brain
workers” who are urged to reject lucrative jobs in finance for occupations
that take care of “sick bodies.”8 The shift, from treating the population as an
ever-productive labor force to a pool of bodies that w
 ill be the source of diseases and of novel medicines, is dramatic. With its efficient system of public
health financing, and the recent computation of multiracial medical data, the
Biomedical Research Council (an arm of the a*star galaxy) sought to reposition Singapore as a biomedical research hub and a health destination. In 2003,
the sars epidemic unleashed fears of not being prepared to deal with health
epidemics looming for tropical Singapore and, as a regional transport hub, its
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far-flung environs. sars threatened to derail the economies of Asian nations
and grew into a pandemic that menaced the rest of the world. Because sars
was an “Asian” disease and lives lost were initially mainly in Asia, the perception of researchers and physicians as virtuous public servants is closely tied to
regional and national identities. “sars,” a leading Singaporean epidemiologist confided, “helped the government to convey the message that nothing
can be taken for granted.” In the aftermath of sars, a new vigilance about
potential contagion threats shifted Biopolis from a center narrowly focused
on shaping a bioeconomy to being on the frontlines in the fight against infectious diseases in the region.
This effort has been closely tied to new articulations of biomedical sciences,
based in Singapore and, ultimately, science itself. While building a research
platform for novel problematization of and intervention into “Asian” bodies,
citizenship, and well-being, Biopolis has also staked its ambitions in cosmopolitan science. A
 fter all, from its beginnings, the initiative was advised by a
group of well-respected experts from the United Kingdom and the United
States. Among them was Dr. Sydney Brenner, a Nobel Laureate and pioneering molecular biologist who joined the Singapore National Science Council as
a consultant on Biopolis.9 As one of the pioneers of genomic science, Brenner
made insightful and ethical interventions into our hubris regarding what we
know with the knowledge we make in the life sciences. By having ethically
minded star scientists on board, the Biopolis initiative aimed to demonstrate
a dedication to science and a desire to learn and self-cultivate science as an
enterprise, in the sense of to invent and create, beyond the crass materialism
or bald global ambitions through which Asian sciences are often dismissed.
Therefore, despite the media hoopla attending its early years, the Biopolis
endeavor cannot be reduced to a purely entrepreneurial project with a still
murky f uture. Some fitting questions posed by Biopolis may be how is scientific knowledge governed at a global scale, and what are the implications of a
novel and distinctive “Asian” model of knowledge production for understandings of life?
This book illuminates a charged Sputnik moment in contemporary Asian
bioscience10 when scientists at multiple sites are experimenting with differ
ent visions of the future. Anthropologists often view biomedical innovations
as contributing to the exploitative dynamics of biocapitalism,11 or at least
driving predatory practices of “bioprospecting,”12 trends that variously intensify inequalities between rich and poor countries. At the same time, we cannot ignore how shifts in the biomedical industry beyond blockbuster drugs
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have opened up new opportunities for emerging countries to gain some control over their biological resources and secure the well-being of their peoples.
For instance, in 2008, when Indonesia famously and controversially refused
to share h5n1 viral specimens with the World Health Organization, observers
considered this refusal an economic ploy to seek payments. Yet the outcome
of Indonesia’s negotiation with drug corporations that used the diseased samples was to provide vaccines at lower costs to donor countries, thus benefiting their citizens.13 This is a critical example of how a big pharma–dominated
notion of the “global good” is mediated by the interests of emerging nations.
The worldwide dissemination of biomedical tools and drugs has the capacity to generate a range of potential values, and only some can be construed
as potentially “economic” in a strict sense. Indeed, this excess of value over
the narrow constraints of classical economics is a key observation of the
discipline of anthropology in general. Th
 ings being traded cannot be reduced
to sheer commodities, but continue to bear the aura of social relationships
and are thus animated by complex meanings and obligations.14 Even in the
era of big pharma, we may still hesitate to make a value judgment in advance
and instead explore what clusters of values are in formation with the circulation of drugs and biotechnologies, what valuations are at stake, and how small
countries can negotiate and constrain the power of global corporations. This
more situated approach allows the anthropologist to evaluate the worth of
what post-genomics science can enact, what vital investments it can make,
and what hopes and dangers it can instigate for the collective good in emerging regions of the world.
It is also clear from earlier sales pitches that Biopolis positions itself as a
strategic hub leveraging Asia as the world’s next big drug market. Nevertheless, the creation of novel knowledge in a biomedical frontier begs the question of how the interrelation of biotechnologies, capitalism, and politics can
also be generative of alternate goals. That is, if capitalism, geopolitical inequalities, and knowledge co-constitute the space in which Asian biotech aspirations operate, do they also open possibilities for other hopes and goals not
overdetermined in advance? Biopolis, as I will illuminate, is not just an ecol
ogy to generate a particularly active form of scientific life,15 but also a research
milieu oriented to its tropical setting, peoples and other living forms, and
closely tied to strategies for repositioning and remaking Singapore, and the
Asia it represents, into a major scientific and medical player globally. Rather
than invoking a new epoch in the rapacious and auto-elaborative agency of
capital, I explore Biopolis as a contingent juncture of various processes and

elements, of which capital is one, by attending to how practices of calculating
and managing uncertainties produce enigmatic analogs of life in and of “Asia.”
Situated Cosmopolitan Science
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Scholars of science have noted that specific modes of scientific cultures and
objects are shaped within various political and research environments. Lily E.
Kay analyzes the interactive elements that gave birth to molecular biology
in the United States,16 while Sheila Jasanoff compares the varying impact of
democratic citizenship, public culture, and nation-building endeavors in differently shaping science policies in North Atlantic nations. She notes that
variable political cultures condition distinct research apparatuses, which
might be understood as part of “projects of reimagining nationhood at a critical juncture in world history.”17 In a more ambiguous formulation, Hans-Jörg
Rheinberger observes that the history of methods, objects, and key sites of
experimentation in genetic and molecular science suggests multiple ways in
which such experiments are crystallized. He maintains that “assemblages—
historical conjunctures—set the conditions for the emergence of epistemic
novelty.”18 This exploration of the biomedical scientific enterprise in Singapore provides a significantly different picture than studies of bioscience cultures in Euro-American environments.19
How to bring together—in a particular configuration of cosmopolitan
science—the epistemic novelty of post-genomic science on the one hand and
the situated political conditions on the other hand? How do situated political
and ethical re-imaginings work to impact the novelty of epistemic novelty, or
shape these novelties, as it w
 ere? Stephen J. Collier and I have offered the idea
of the “global assemblage” as a useful lens for identifying the complex interactions of global knowledge and technologies on the one hand and situated
contexts of politics and ethics on the other. Specific articulations of global and
particular forms, we maintain, crystallize situated circumstances for generating
novel concepts, objects, and tools for solving problems of life and living. As an
alternate to conventional units of analysis such as the nation-state, empirical
assemblages of technologies, institutions, and practices give a frame to emerging situations of problem solving.20
The Biopolis complex is formed at the nexus of cosmopolitan science and
Singaporean authoritarian politics and collectivist ethos, raising questions
about how global and situated elements interact with one another and what
effects their adjacency elicits by defining what counts or matters in this form
of cosmopolitanism, or what makes it such. The interplay of cosmopolitan

Scientific Entrepreneurialism in Asia

Research scientists are artists who push the
boundaries of convention. . . . They are risk-takers
seeking to develop biosecurity in a world of
information flows and fungibility.
—edison liu, director, Genome Institute of
Singapore (2003–2010)

A model of a long spiral of dna stands in the lobby of a gleaming Biopolis building, seeming to reach for the heavens. The double helix is both the
glistening substance of and symbol for a genomic future. Biopolis’s imposing
architecture consists of a group of state-of-the-art research institutes h oused
within interconnected towers. They nestle in gardens designed to suggest a
mix of tropical jungle and high-tech nursery, the image of a science designed
to intervene in tropical life, scientific sociality, and innovations. Situated on
a knoll, Biopolis is part of a larger digital information complex called One
North (indicating its latitude north of the equator), Asia’s latest venture into
the brave new world of life sciences.
Biopolis was s haped during its first decade (2003–2010) by an energetic
Chinese American oncologist, Dr. Edison Liu. Liu was the first director of the
Genome Institute of Singapore as well as Singapore’s chief science spokesman. During his tenure at Biopolis, Liu became the first Asia-based leader
of the Human Genome Organization (hugo).21 From the start, Liu was a
key thinker who envisioned and directed genomic research in Singapore and
many sites in Asia. In the quote above, Liu signaled his view of scientific entrepreneurialism, emphasizing the role of scientists as risk-takers who must
“push the limits of conventions” in a world of competitive information and
value flows.
8 •  introduction
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life sciences and political entrepreneurialism in Singapore engenders situated problematics of risk in this emerging Asian bioscience. Th
 ere is the
epistemic novelty of a semiotic landscape of biopolitical governance that
insists on “Asian” differences for understandings of life. At the same time,
there is the development of global scientific capacities to deal with the
risk of disease emergence in Southeast Asia that threatens the world. I w ill
set out how these disparate but interlinked strategies for managing health
risks complicate the meaning and challenge of science entrepreneurship in
Singapore.
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Genomic information, he argued, must be made fungible across spheres
of knowledge, market, and security. Much more was at stake than just calculating bioprofits; governing apparatuses become fine-tuned as problems of
biosecurity accumulate in diverse zones. The larger implication in a world of
competitive flows is that scientists in the Biopolis ecosystem must create a
distinctive space of intervention: one that is differentiated from and can tactically differentiate other contexts of biomedical science. The entrepreneurial
goal of Biopolis, as expressed by Liu, is to shape a field of science research in
Southeast Asia and beyond that can be the basis of defense against biopiracy
so that dna from Asia is not reduced to a “cash cow” for big pharma.
In the 1980s, a new form of scientific entrepreneurship emerged in the
United States when American industries became alarmed by the perceived
economic and technological competition represented by Japan and Asian
“tiger” economies. The U.S. response was to encourage collaborations between
research universities and major industries, and public and private institutions
were encouraged to shape the growth of high-tech and biotech regions, starting in California.22 Steven Shapin argues that entrepreneurial science cannot
be disassociated from the charismatic authority of the figure of the lead scientist best exemplified by J. Craig Venter, a maverick scientist who was a key
player in sequencing the human genome. Venter went on to found a private
company initially called Celera Genomics that has since spun off a number of
entities under various names. But as bioscience research went global, scientific entrepreneurialism has come to mean something different in a biomedical
frontier such as Biopolis, and the charismatic leader has to be a very different
personality type than Venter.
If Liu can be taken at his word, what is the moral lesson for scientists in
Singapore that requires them to be risk-taking beyond the lab? The research
model is not to be Venter-esque but to constrain the ways biomedicine has
become corporatized. Asian researchers are operating in a region where big
pharmaceutical companies may seek to colonize bioresources and abstract
commercial values to make profits. As state employees, scientists in Singapore wish to take the lead in corralling scientific objects and findings about
a variety of life forms in the region before they fall into the hands of drug
companies. As we shall see, India and China are very concerned as well about
protecting their natural resources and controlling the uses of data and values
derived therein.23
In emerging nations where science has always been viewed as a tool
of emancipation and thus bound up with the fortunes of the nation and
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citizens, the Weberian notion of virtue in science as a calling needs qualification and contextualization.24 In Singapore, most of the scientists employed within the Biopolis ecosystem are public servants. While quite a few
may love science, all are answerable to taxpayers, and virtue in science is
expressed as a public serv ice that cannot be labeled a simple vocation or
as its opposite, sheer careerism. Rather, biomedical entrepreneurialism in
this context is a developmental necessity to manage the collective interests
of peoples in a region on the verge of being invaded by big pharma. The
synergy between fear of failure and collective fate is expressed in contrary
affects of anxiety and hope. The science experiment becomes inseparable
from the performance of civic virtue and its investment in biological futures
of the emerging world.
The interplay of hazards and hope, as well as uncertainty of outcomes,
fuels “promissory” claims25 about such an expensive biomedical initiative.
It becomes the moral role of science leaders to stir up public enthusiasm
and legitimacy for a state-funded, science investment in the collective good.
Thus, bioscience entrepreneurship in Singapore is not best understood as
a corporate strategy to shape speculative drug markets in Europe and the
United States by opening the Asian arena. In Liu’s discourse, the affective
resonance is about being entrepreneurial with “Asian” differences—from
dna to ethnicity to disease to location—that promise to make a difference
in personalized medicine and that resonate with citizens as cultural subjects,
taxpayers, and patients. The Biopolis project must be shown to be bullish
about Asian needs, not just be a commercial outpost of American biosciences. Singapore’s scientific entrepreneurialism is in a larger sense about
claiming ownership of a novel science of peoples in Asia, but it does not
mean thereby that it lacks substance. A decade on, the biomedical science
initiative is thriving.26
After sars, Biopolis was recast as a center for biodefense, and “scientific
entrepreneurialism” came to include this public responsibility to prepare for
impending catastrophic events. The Duke-nus Graduate Medical School was
established to help train researchers to develop expertise on the endemic infectious diseases plaguing Southeast Asia. Biopolis and these other institutions
together play a dual role as biocapitalist and biosentinel, ever alert to managing uncertainties in the market and in nature that threaten the nation and surrounding region. Southeast Asia and its surroundings are an emerging region
of the world, as well as a biologically rich ground zero for the rise of deadly infec-
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tious diseases. Biomedical “Asia” is variously problematized as a multitude of
risks to be managed through the discovery and oversight of findings about
dna, human and nonhuman life forms, and diseases and biothreats that are
considered specific to the region.
Physician-researchers in Biopolis, then, need to demonstrate interest in the
public good even as they become entangled with private interests of corporations and professional self-interest. Certainly, given their international training, scientists whom I interviewed in Asia w
 ere not immune to the American
model of the entrepreneurial scientist who celebrates individual ingenuity.
Nevertheless, the talk about risk-taking in Asian bioscience is a reminder that
there are larger stakes in “scientific entrepreneurialism” than the quest for professional fame or corporate profits.
Scientific entrepreneurialism translated to Singapore does not describe
the kind of bold risk-taking innovations by Venter that rock the new genomics. Rather, clinician-researchers in Singapore, and at bgi Genomics in
China, claim that they focus on “practical t hings and wish to avoid controversial projects” such as creating artificial life. As is the case in many postcolonial countries, modern science is considered part of nation-building
efforts, and the state tends to be the organizer of science training and research
activities, and scientists tend to be public servants. Science expertise tends to
be found in universities, teaching hospitals, and research institutes, the core
institutions that institutionalize civic virtue among practitioners. At Biopolis, entrepreneurialism includes the moral expectation of Asian scientists, as
leading public servants, to protect citizens’ interests at a time when prowling
drug companies are both a threat and an opportunity. Whereas Shapin argues
that the uncertainties of much contemporary science in the United States
have made “personal virtues” more central to its practice than ever before,27
for emerging nations, public virtue remains salient in state-driven forms of
scientific entrepreneurialism even in the midst of tempting opportunities
offered by pharmaceutical companies. Virtue in the sense of serving collective interests would include responsibilities to produce knowledge on and
take charge of national bioresources and patrimonies. As Nancy Chen and I
have argued, scientists in emerging Asia are expected to defend their nation’s
biosovereignty in the face of challenges posed by global drug companies.28
The public-private partnerships in scientific life are found everywhere, but
perhaps in some Asian nations, public interests are necessary to generate affects such as trust and legitimacy.

Pluripotency and Fungibility
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Uncertainty, Michel Foucault notes, is itself a form of power, a biopolitics that
uncovers the enigma of life and materializes it into a manageable kind of
present-future.29 In Jane Guyer’s words, “the near future,” therefore, is that
space that falls within the horizon of calculability.30 By falling between the
immediacy of the present and the loftiness of distant utopian futures, this
temporal scale remains provisionally actionable and within the realm of
pragmatic calculation. Genomic science, I argue, participates in this shaping
of the present-future, by governing as it were through uncertainty, by calculating health normalities and risks as well as anticipating biothreats that may
disrupt the near future.31
Furthermore, when we take a situated approach to scientific configurations,
we discover glimmers of bioscience reasoning that go beyond what Nikolas
Rose calls technologies of optimization focused on managing the arts of a
healthy lifestyle. Given the stakes of the life sciences in Asia, “the politics of
life itself ” is premised on so much more than “what it is to be biological.”32
Biological sciences in emerging sites are perforce oriented less toward self-
optimization than technologies for managing uncertainties that threaten in
ways large and small the collective interests of life and living in the region.
In Singapore, this broader concern with biosecurity may be said to be framed
within an emerging form of biopolitical governance and its understanding by the
government and civil servants as an ethic of collective care. In the overlapping
geopolitical and sociopolitical interests that ride on bioscience in Asia, I argue,
researchers are driven by larger goals in an experiment of “making more of life”
that goes beyond enhancing the vital future of individual consumers.
Given their location, scientists in the Biopolis ecosystem seek to discover
a range of life values from the biodiversity that surrounds them. I invoke the
term “pluripotency” to describe the movement from the a ctual to the virtual,
from singularity to multiplicity. In the new induced pluripotent stem (iPS)
cell technology, the perturbation of adult cells causes them to revert to earlier
embryo-like stem cells that are capable of growing into multiple types. Likewise, I track how scientific practices at Biopolis shift from the undifferentiated
to multiple differentiated realizations that can be understood as a deterritorialization of the life sciences through which radical possibilities are unleashed.
I argue that in Singapore a pluripotent reasoning reinvests the collective
“Asian body” as a distinctive kind of medical object—not the “universal” raceless body of white or unraced medicine, but as variations of situated, ethnic,
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and sick bodies. By coding and valorizing genomic and ethnic variability,
Biopolis scientists are better able to be competitive in the international arena
of bioscience research and pharmaceutical investments while also continually
re-emphasizing a reinvestment in the diverse “races” that compose Singapore
and Asia at large.
It is the historically contingent composition and racialization of Singapore’s citizenry, created through population flows in the British colonial
adventure in Malaya (and Dutch incursions into the East Indies) and enumerated through administrative schemes that know the population as a mosaic
of official races, that has become a demographic and data infrastructure for
building relations with both the medical establishments of other Asian countries and consistency with ethnoracial categories in cosmopolitan science.
Building regionally and ethically varied databases provides opportunities
for Singaporean scientists to collaborate across the politically fragmented
landscape of Southeast and East Asia. Cross-border science alliances can yield
more ethnic-differentiated data and samples, thus creating a foundation for a
potential Asian dna databank. Furthermore, trans-Asian cooperation in science training promotes the beginnings of regional preparations for dealing
with epidemics and other anticipated biothreats. The life sciences, in Singapore and China, produce the beginnings of regional collaborations that may
come to define the orientation of cosmopolitan science, shaping what Brian
Buchanan calls an emerging form of “geo-biosociality.”33
The coding and alignment of variations are practices that make genomic
science pluripotent and fungible. Pluripotency and fungibility in Singaporean
genomics operate through the reassembling of existing forms of racialization
and racial accounting in the nation’s official classification of its citizenry. It
builds on the ongoing use of ethnic heuristics inherited from British colonial
racial typologies. But while these categories come out of a history specific to
British colonialism, they have been increasingly leveraged to position Singapore as a demographic kaleidoscope of the populations of East, Southeast,
and South Asia at large. In other words, without recourse to postcolonial
theory, or claims about the continuity and sameness of political processes of
racialization, t hese inherited categories become entangled and repurposed in
new global logics of governance. They crystallize in new ways, becoming ambiguous, flexible icons that circulate through wider circuits of contemporary
science power.
The pluripotency of the population is in that its singularity can be offered
as a generality, and its fungibility is in how t hese categories can be made to

A Genomic Origami

In 2010, Liu summed up the goal of all the busy, mysterious work going on in
the humming, dust-filtered, blindingly bright labs. “The Biopolis,” he said to
me, “is about making dna fungible.” He said that the information generated
from dna sequencing is fungible, providing an entry point to the bioeconomy
because everything can be reduced to a sequence basis. The original usage of
fungibility has both economic and legal components, in the linked notions
of interchangeability and substitution, and of transferability as well. In economics, fungible assets would be commodities, options, and securities that
are interchangeable and identical in value. By analogy, making dna fungible
suggests transposing (in data and abstract forms) qualities into equitable values. In other words, it is not the fixing of biodata, but the shifting around of
data points that makes them innovative.
This way of using dna data to generate transferable value is in contrast to
“biovalue,” which is an important concept that recognizes inclusion of biologically engineered vital qualities in the production of capital value.35 More
recently, Catherine Waldby and Robert Mitchell recognize that biovalue can
be situated within a gift economy as well as a commercial one.36 The notion of
biovalue has been treated as a stable entity than can be activated in diverse do14
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travel over space, encompassing larger and larger swaths of a racialized humanity. For instance, a*star states that the major “strategic research thrust”
at Biopolis is its development of “stratified medicine.” The official claim is
that “Singapore’s multi-ethnic population of Chinese, Malays, and Indians is
largely representative of the population in Asia, which makes up more than
half of the world’s population. Many pharmaceutical companies are increasingly viewing Asia as a major growth area, especially since there are a variety
of diseases common in Asia . . . such as gastric and liver cancer, and various
infectious diseases.”34 My research tracks the construction of the epistemological infrastructure and the reasoning and methods that underpin the creation of stratified medicine, which capitalizes on pluripotency by generating
novel values out of linked data points on dna and “Asian” elements that can
be converted into patents as well as therapies. In the process, I illuminate that
“races” are not immutable facts of the nature of the human species, but rather
the ongoing achievement of complex biological, political, and epistemic pro
cesses. This book might be read as a way of telling a history of the present and
the near future in which older forms of racialization interact and refunction
within scientific endeavors, emerging markets, and the governing of security.
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mains (market, commons, and ethics). Instead of biovalue being a chameleon
entity—now commodity, now commons, now affects—we might think of it
as all t hese things in an interlocking information system that capitalizes on the
aggregation of transferable science, cultural, and economic values. In novel
research milieus like Biopolis, biovalue is a heterogeneous scientific object,
its meaning always unstable and ambiguous when materialized as a signifying
power that gathers up diverse local components bound up with health and
wealth.
Perhaps “making dna fungible” may be said to be inspired by a pluripotent
reasoning that potentialities can come out of strategic recombination. Fungibility is engendered by using metrics of biological and social differentiation—
dna, mutations, biomarkers, ethnicities, and ethics—that render them equitable
qualities in a single “Asian” system of biosocial values and valuation. In other
words, here is a logico-semantic maneuver whereby all these disparate bits
of information are aggregated in an ecology of information. The diverse data
points must be transposed into a homogeneous language so that they can be
reordered and translated from various models and algorithms and data sets to
information libraries. Digitally interlinked, identifiable, equivalent assets are
made to perform as both market and social/ethical values, and their transposable capacities enact a specific system of calculation and valuation that
productively expands the present as a resource for socio-calculative action in
the future.37 With the digital means for capturing and relating materials, a new
environment is created for making things fungible through their interconnections and fluidity across virtual and material worlds and virtual and material
entities populating them. Singapore’s research milieu is thereby branded as
the site to shape and h andle a new infrastructure of pharma diversity for bodies in Asia.
In the early twentieth century, the anthropologist Gregory Bateson proposed a new epistemology, which emerged from ecology and cybernetics
theory. Information can be viewed as flexible ecology (homeostasis) or a system that regulates and corrects itself as it integrates information, basing their
operational modus on distinctions/differences. Information, “a difference
that makes a difference,” comes “out of a context into a context,” thereby generating a new difference or information. Recursively, any change within the
ecology leads to further changes or reactions, thus generating a new system.
Therefore, to think beyond the economic, the Batesonian approach would
situate bioinformatics in a so-called informational ecology, or the ecology of
an autopoetic or self-affecting/regulating system.38 As it is made to absorb
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information (even techniques) not native to the system, bioinformatics have
nonetheless brought the context of Asianness (bodies, health, and region) to
the global knowledge economy. It should not be surprising therefore that in
making a new system of biomedical information in the global context of Euro-
American medical knowledge, researchers in Asia generate “Asian” distinctions that make a difference in the ecology of biosciences.
Drawing on the Deleuzian notion of “the fold,”39 I invoke origami to refer
to the folding of disparate systems of code—ethnicity, disease, geography, and
market—into a fluid tissue of interconnected data points. For instance, there is
the identification of “Asian” biomarkers for “Asian” types of cancers, co-related
with spaces of infection, specialized cures, and intervention. Origami-like
relations help to connect “fluid objects” (pathogens, animals, and p eople) to
the “fluid spaces” of research, markets, contamination, and containment. As a
novel intervention into the biopolitics of uncertainty, multiethnic medicine has
sociopolitical implications for what it is to be biologically “Asian” and for what
“Asia” is as a space of vulnerability and intervention in the world of life sciences.
“Datadiversity,” Geoffrey Bowker notes, also layers in shared meanings
of identity, body, and place, thus marking where affective resonance can be
invoked.40 The knitting together of disparate but identifiable assets in Asian
genomics also animates productive affects of Asian identities. The invoking,
provoking, and production of ethnically ordered science induce social conditions of being imperiled as ethnic and national collectivities, but are also
being targeted for customized intervention. Diffuse affects of common endangerment and hope in turn support the building of this knowledge, stirring identification with a science brand that for the first time gives value to
the specific afflictions associated with Asian p eoples and their health needs
as defined through this calculation and valuation of stratified medicine. In
short, race/ethnicity is recast as both the mechanism of pluripotency and
probability, the representational soul of the machine. As Michel Callon has
argued, when the performativity of the market includes the overflow of affect
and action, the simultaneous processes of commoditization and decommoditization are in play.41 This genomic origami thus transmits various affects—
genetic pride, public support—that Singaporean researchers hope to leverage
for market competitiveness and science solidarity in the Asian region.
The Biopolis style of genomic science deploys race and ethnicity as active, not reactive, affects to induce potential values of solidarity and sociality.
Such a scientific endeavor demands an attention to the generative, affective
possibilities of scientific research, even when, and indeed because, it relies on
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long-standing categories of ethnicity. B
 ecause biomedical science in Asia—
Singapore, Japan, South Korea, and China—is predominantly a state-funded
and organized project, though with uneven degrees of regulation and marketization, racial and ethnic differences are absorbed as active variables and
affective potentials: especially in the mapping and analysis of genetic variants,
divergent molecular pathways, and expressions of diseases that vary across
populations. Life-science practices thus draw upon and integrate ideas of racial
and ethnic differences into their calculations, objects, and goals for populations
already framed as a diversity of racial and ethnic groups. Furthermore, because
scientific research is almost exclusively conducted in state-funded institutions,
and often as a supplement to a deracinated (white) Euro-American human biology, scientists as public servants are socially bounded to serve “their” p eople
and the use of ethnicity or nationality as active affects demands an alternate
and even patriotic reproblematization. Communities of state-supported scientists are the instigators of social responsibility organized from the top down,
fostering a contrastive model of biological citizenship than those that spring
forth from grass-roots organizations.42
I am therefore not making a claim to an Asian science based in deep cultural features of the wide and diverse region known as Asia, but rather that
new biosciences draw on and generate multiple ways of thinking and practicing Asia, which has always existed in relation with the world beyond. Two
models of enigmatic dna machines—one built by Biopolis in Singapore, the
other by bgi Genomics in China—draw less from Asian medical traditions
than from cosmopolitan science to realize variegated types of potentiality
from a mixture of ethnic, economic, and scientific dreams. Nevertheless, as
we shall see, the dazzling machinery of genomics and cutting-edge discourse
is not devoid of the occasional glimmer of ancient beliefs about origins, bodies, and differences. My major focus is on Biopolis as a venture to extract
pluripotent values by making genomics fungible and in the process calculating but also confronting a variety of risks that both enable and challenge the
Biopolis initiative. A final chapter brings in bgi Genomics as an alternative
use of ethnic data for genomic research.
In brief, the fungibility of dna is created not by fixing biological coordinates but by aligning relations among bits of information in order to discover
fungible aspects of variation. By holding their ethnic forms but shifting their
relations, researchers at Biopolis hope to generate a spectrum of values that
yield insights for customized medicine, to manipulate market risks, and to
enhance affects of identity for scientific collaboration across the region. In its

quest to map and enact a generalizable database for all of Asia, the Singaporean case of genomic origami illuminates how cosmopolitan bioscience is rife
with topological possibilities.
Configuring an Ecosystem
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Therefore, we need to situate the bioscience enterprise, and its operations
and practices that enact and produce space-time configurations. John Law
and Annemarie Mol argue that the double location of science and technology
in labs and institutional networks implies that technoscience is “caught up
in and enacts” the topological forms of “region” and “network.” Science and
technology also “exist in and help to enact” additional spatial forms that are
fluid and constant objects.43 Therefore, making dna fungibility through strategic mapping, mobilization, and folding of diverse points and sites is productive
of value-producing systems.
Throughout the book, I often refer to the “Biopolis ecosystem” or “Biopolis complex” in order to indicate that while Biopolis has its own campus one
degree north of the equator, it is the center of a network of institutions, public
and private, state and foreign, on a Singaporean island (see figure I.2). In other
words, publicly funded projects at Biopolis are often connected in some way
with t hese other institutions that may supply supplementary expertise, data,
tissues, and critical funds. In addition, pis from Biopolis may hold positions
as professors in the national universities and hospitals, and corporations may
become interested in their particul ar lines of investigation. Therefore, by the
Biopolis ecosystem, I mean this network of collaborations and resource sharing that links four nodes of bioscience activities scattered across the island.
The linked sites include Biopolis at One North; the main campus (major universities); “Hospital Hill,” where public hospitals, clinics, and the Duke-nus
Graduate Medical School are located; and, to the west, a cluster of corporate
manufacturing facilities near Changi International Airport.
Biopolis is a functioning knowledge ecosystem, with specialized niches and
the circulation of actors, practices, and objects among them. Public research
institutes, public universities, and hospitals are located near the downtown
area, while global drug companies are at the periphery near the airport.
Figure I.2 shows this interwoven public-corporate bioscience world, with
dozens of corporate labs inhabiting Biopolis, American research programs
embedded in national universities or hospitals, and the Duke-nus Gradu
ate Medical School on Hospital Hill. To put things too simply, state venture
capital, public scientists, research material, and data are found in Biopolis, the

main campus, and Hospital Hill. As a quite cohesive, state-dominated half of
the ecosystem, they attract drug manufacturing companies looking for promising investment opportunities. In their quest to be “global,” universities as
well as corporations have been pulled to well-regulated Singapore in search of
Asian bodies, diseases, and data for making novel medicine.
This book is interested in how situated cosmopolitan technoscience,
by combining materialist and symbolic powers, exists in and enacts fungible spaces and objects that help shape a regional security. In taking this
materialist-posthumanist stance, my goal is to illuminate as well how experiments are forged in conditions of uncertainty. This maelstrom of Asian bioscience is traced from the molecular to the cellular to the corporeal, and from the
institutional to the communal, national, regional, and global scales.
Cascades of Uncertainty: An Outline

Contingency is modern society’s defining attribute, and the very techniques to
temper uncertainties engender more risks for which we are often unprepared.
For Niklas Luhmann, experts increasingly operate in an “ecology of ignorance,” a space of the unknown f uture where we deal with only probabilities
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Fig. I.2 The Biopolis ecosystem, Singapore. Diagram by Robert R. Ng.
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or improbabilities.44 Anthropological literature on governing future contingencies offers some insights on security threats as problems of technological
governing. Andrew Lakoff and Stephen J. Collier have argued that twentieth-
century modernity has required the development of “preparation technologies” that plan for potential “events whose probability is not calculable but
whose consequences could be potentially catastrophic.”45 In this study, I
consider a spectrum of modern techniques at multiple scales designed to
shape a more secure future, but I concede that there are uncertainties—
sprung upon us by the contingencies of politics and nature—that may be
beyond technological control.
I recognize three figures of uncertainty that confront the Biopolis initiative, along a continuum of more or less calculability, amenability to preparation technologies, and anticipated but radical contingency.
Part I investigates how researchers in the Biopolis complex calculate an
array of risks—genetic, disease, and ethnic—in building the knowledge infrastructure that underpins Biopolis’s claim as the biomedical hub of Asia. We
live in a “risk society,” Ulrich Beck observes, in which scientists (and policy
makers, hopefully) reflexively respond to uncertainty by devising risk calculations to c ounter a range of random threats.46 Indeed, modern power has relied
to a large extent on mathematical techniques as the basis of rational decisions
for mastering uncertainty. For instance, the health sciences have moved from
moralizing claims about good or bad, to mathematical calculations of normalities for managing life.47 Some uncertainties are productive in that they are
reducible to rational calculations and risk assessments. In Security, Territory,
Population, Foucault traces the modern calculation of biological events—
morbidity, mortality, and risk—as vital to governance, or the biopolitics of
security.48 Power over life is continually reorganized, and the interplay of
diverse statistical normalities—the “law of large numbers” and the “stable”
object to be measured49—permits the prediction and projection of collective
risks.
Statistical devices have now become an important foundation of post-
genomic science. Algorithmic formulations now extend the calculation of
normalities and probabilities of risk to the molecular level. Risk genomics is
in part driven by data diversity that is both foundational and performative of
research, affective, and market values. For instance, by aligning variations in
ethnic (Chinese, Indian, and Malay), genetic, and disease information, Bio
polis hopes to make dna fungible, thereby positioning itself as the site for research on majority populations in Asia. Of course, computations themselves
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tend to generate other kinds of risk, from the misfolding of data to perturbations that build into multiplier effects. The first three chapters explore how
the ethnic heuristic is variously deployed: in biostatistical databases and in
disease science, cancer research, and other programs that help the Biopolis
ecosystem serve a broad “Asian” market in pharmacogenomics.
Chapter 1, “Where the Wild Genes Are,” explores how the deployment of
ethnic variables and heuristics operates, both as the artifact of a confluence
of historical and epistemological conditions for cosmopolitan medical science and as a site through which new conceptions of Singaporean populations are articulated. I illuminate how the National Institutes of Health (nih)
policy of racialization-as-inclusion in research informs the building of Asian
dna databases at Biopolis. Singaporean biostatisticians maintain that genetic
traits among populations in Asia that are relatively new to medical genomics
gain value from being calculated and databased. Singapore’s ethnic-specified
dna databases, scientists claim, are more “competitive” than t hose from Eu
rope that lack such ethnic diacritics. I argue that ethnicity is rendered an immutable mobile that circulates databases beyond tiny Singapore, permitting
tiny Singapore to represent an entire continent by shaping a topological space
of biomedical “Asia.”
Chapter 2, “An Atlas of Asian Diseases,” gives an account of how Singapore
drew on its biomedical resources in order to launch Biopolis as a site for clinical testing and medical tourism. Public-private joint ventures and the establishment of a bioethics committee quickly made Singapore a site for stem cell
research and organ transplantation. The assembling of an atlas of Asian-type
diseases became the foundation for biomedical research, as well as the mapping of “Chinese cancers.” By thus differentiating from a “universal first world
body,” Biopolis assembles the data, information, experiments, and meanings
of “Asian diseases,” configuring a potential cancer research market as well as
an economy of reciprocal research.
“Smoldering Fire,” chapter 3, discusses the identification of genetic risks
for forms of cancer prevalent among ethnic Chinese and other Asian groups.
I explore in particul ar how cancer research at Biopolis, especially t hose proj
ects that mine large amounts of racialized genomic information, creates the
conditions for new ways of understanding and living in susceptible bodies.
By identifying genetic and ethnic risks, cancer research engenders contrary
affects of vulnerability and optimism. I discuss how researchers in Hong Kong
and Singapore create novel objects such as the “Asian female nonsmoker” as
biomarkers for certain cancers. The self-performance of the clinician-scientist
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illuminates how, as a boundary subject, he is poised between seemingly objective scientific work and the ethical promise of customized therapy. The
search for cancer biomarkers engenders a state of attachment to a disease that
comes to be imbued with both dread and hope.
Part II, “Uncertainties,” covers those contingencies that cannot depend
on quantitative risk calculations, but rather come to rely on preparation technologies and infrastructures that anticipate a range of economic and scientific challenges. Entrepreneurial uncertainties that Biopolis must contend
with include shifting global conditions that impinge directly on the success
or failure of the state-funded biomedical enterprise as well as the competitiveness of the infrastructural and experimental aspects of the project. International standards of bioethical experiments, including the establishment of
internal review boards, are part of the arrangement necessary for the conduct
of reputable science. Chapters in this section explore a variety of challenges
confronting the Biopolis science initiative: the role of bioethics in the success of a biomedical enterprise; the uncertain meaning of scientific virtue in
a milieu of expatriate scientists; uncertainty in funding levels; and promising
outcomes for high-stakes experiments.
Capitalism deterritorializes all previous existing codes in order to become
the universal coded form as capital.50 In other words, volatility in market
and knowledge flows can be mitigated by establishing codes that standardize biotechnological rules and practices that facilitate market flows. In the
pharmaceutical industry, Andrew Lakoff observes, diagnostics technology
must be in place to ensure “liquidity,” or the capacity of information to acquire value through circulation.51 In addition, the transition from medicine to
biomedicine involves the recasting of medical architecture and infrastructure.
Global competitiveness requires the building of the “biomedical platform,”
defined by Peter Keating and Albert Cambrosio as a specific configuration of
instruments, individuals, and programs, an institutionalized space that generates routines, entities, and activities held together by standard reagents and
protocols.52
In Singapore, the preexistence of l egal and business regulations helps boost
the capacity of its biomedical project to engage global business. The country’s
reputation—consistently ranked highly as one of the least corrupt places to
do business—as a corporate and financial center helps to reduce some of the
uncertainty of roiling global markets. The strategic mix of “best practices” in
global business and cosmopolitan science has created as “risk-free” a zone
for investing in science research as anywhere in Asia. Critically as well, wide-
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spread fluency in English and Mandarin Chinese, and multicultural experience in bridging Asia and the West, allows the city-state to be a matchmaker
between scientists, data, samples, companies, and cultures from diverse sites.
But such systems of value creation, we should not forget, are vulnerable to the
vagaries of situated politics.
Will “small, smart, and nimble” Singapore indefinitely provide generous
public support for the doing of cosmopolitan science? Singapore’s engineers and economists control state funding, and they tend to be impatient,
results-oriented leaders. How long will state managers waiting for findings
“from bench-to-bedside” continue to support Biopolis as a biomedical hub in
Asia? During his directorship of the Genomic Institute, Edison Liu’s job was
as a fervent rainmaker. In order to please his paymasters, he needed to justify
spending on research by projecting long-term and short-term metrics of bioscience output. In his more informal moments, he envisioned at minimum
four decades of state investment, amounting to some US$40 billion. After all,
post-genomic science research needs a long period to make discoveries that
can be proven valuable; state-supported science is especially critical when big
pharma routinely avoids research that has no immediate market application.
Uncertainty in funding is a constant for all scientific experiments.
Chapter 4, “The Productive Uncertainty of Bioethics,” explores the theme
of how bioethics and other regulatory regimes can reduce uncertainty surrounding the viability of a biomedical initiative. The chapter follows Asian
researchers in their own working through of the limits and contradictions in a
universalized ethical framework as it plays out in their various fields and sites.
In contrast to a focus on bioethical violations in the emerging world, scientists in Southeast Asia view global bioethical regulations as inadequate in at
least two ways. Bioethical guidelines such as “informed consent,” they argue,
are not able to address the substantive needs of indigenous donors. Second,
the application of bioethics alone does not guarantee normative conditions
that regulate any reputable biomedical science endeavor. Biopolis illuminates
how bioethical procedures need to be embedded in a biomedical platform
and facilitated by cross-cultural skills to deal effectively with international science actors and institutions.
Chapter 5, “Virtue and Expatriate Scientists,” examines the unstable meaning of virtue in science as it goes global. It argues for a notion of “situated virtue”
by exploring how a variety of researchers “collected” in Singapore negotiate
the unstable meaning of virtue attached to the science enterprise. Superstar
Western scientists are in Singapore to seek great working conditions, access
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novel data, and sometimes have a chance to do good in Asia. Foreign lab assistants, many from China and India, tend to view science as a lucrative job that
gets them overseas. By contrast, for locally born scientists, scientific virtue
and civic duty are entangled in the emergence of Singapore as a regional biomedical hub. The effect of kiasu is an additional pressure on native scientists
to recruit, train, and inspire younger Asian scientists to eventually take over
the enterprise and shoulder regional responsibilities.
Chapter 6, “Perturbing Life,” explores the world of stem cell research, a
high-stakes field of rapidly changing innovations that pose difficult technical
and ethical challenges for developing immunology. The ethical debates over
stem cell research in the United States, combined with historical strengths
in livestock breeding in Asia, created an opportunity for the development of
stem cell research as a distinctly Asian field. As researchers attempt to use
stem cells for modeling diseases, they continue to be haunted by the question of w
 hether and when iPS cells w
 ill ever be v iable and useful for developing medications for autoimmune conditions. Experiments with iPS cell
technologies also have larger implications for our changing notions of the cell,
the Asian body, and the body politic. Finally, the prominence of researchers
of Asian ancestries in cellular research worldwide has led to the view that it is
an arena of “Asian” specialty and intra-“Asian” rivalry, thus adding yet another
uncertain element to this highly competitive field.
Part III, “Known Unknowns,” considers the challenges of meeting radical
uncertainties that combine potentially disastrous events with a sheer variety of
possible outcomes. In February 2002, Donald Rumsfeld, the former U.S. secretary of state, u nder questioning by the press, invoked “known unknowns”:
“that is to say we know t here are some t hings we do not know.”53 I use “known
unknowns” to consider how experts must be ready to take responsibility for
any contingent outcomes. B
 ecause potentially disastrous events such as pandemics and climate change distort our temporal and physical coordinates,
they are semilegible and defy conventional methods.54 Therefore, security
initiatives depend on “imaginative enactment” or scenario-building exercises,
which are key ways in which possible future crises can be generated—and
therefore prepared for—in the present.55
Cosmopolitan science confronts a dizzying array of interconnected possibilities engendered by shifting knowledge, contexts, and contingencies. Beyond
the focus on “preparation” in the form of anticipatory enactment, the Biopolis
and bgi Genomics cases include not only the management and mining of
flows of populations, data, tissues, and other objects, but also the shaping of
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strategic international relationships and the reimagination of belonging and
of Asia. Therefore, the scale of potential intervention is not always as clearly
given as in a U.S.-focused understanding of biosecurity in a terrorism framework. Biothreats, or pandemics, in Southeast and East Asia are borderless
and are perhaps more about an existential problem of living in a region with
neighbors who may or may not cooperate. In post-sars Asia, preparation
technologies—public health interventions, genomic infrastructure, and disease surveillance systems—are being put into place, but political uncertainty
remains as to whether different countries can come together as an epidemiological region in combating disease emergence. Uncertainty of cross-border
coordination is ramified by the uncertainty of nature, in the form of newly
emerging infectious diseases and potential disasters triggered by climate
change. But as we shall see, Chinese scientists seem to view the future as a
shifting mosaic of elevations and temperatures that will spatialize human
habitation in ways that demand new arrangements of biogenetic capabilities.
A known unknown is the kind of uncertainty surrounding the misalignment
of the epidemiological and the political Asias. Related political and natural
unknowns also haunt the future of cosmopolitan science itself. The final chapters consider the gap between the known and the unknown in anticipating
high-stakes events. Policy makers and scientists are confounded by unknowns
surrounding transborder science collaborations, capacities to deal with the
next pandemic, and the health effects of climate change.
Chapter 7, “A Single Wave,” discusses how Asian scientists interpret population genetic data in order to create a story about the conceptual unity of
diverse peoples on the continent. Against the backdrop of historical and continuing political tensions, scientists at Biopolis have led the effort to form a
first-ever trans-Asian genetic network. The assembled genetic data have permitted researchers to claim that a single h uman wave out of Africa populated
the Asian continent, thus challenging an earlier anthropological model of a
two-prong entry. By stirring affects of genetic pride, storytelling participates
in a scientific renewal of “pan-Asianism” by getting disparate colleagues together in a single biomedical commons. Despite a new imaginary of a unified
Asian past-present and a potentially collective present-future in science, it remains unpredictable w
 hether deep trans-Asian factionalism can be overcome
to confront future epidemiological threats in the region.
Chapter 8, “ ‘Viruses D
 on’t Carry Passports,’ ” discusses the rise of Singapore as a potential cdc-like center for a tropical region teeming with deadly
viruses. In the aftermath of the sars pandemic, the Duke-nus Graduate
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Medical School established a program to deal with epidemiological dangers
that are still unknown, that is, the “newly emerging infectious diseases” that
threaten the region and beyond. The chapter frames the b attle against tropical
diseases as an emerging biosecurity assemblage that shapes cascading scales
of intervention. It identifies problems presented by the flows of “mutable
mobiles”—deadly viruses, their animal and human carriers—as well as spatializing techniques from the molecular to the zoonotic to the national and global
scales. In addition, international health, corporate, and U.S. military agencies
are ready to be part of the assemblage in times of emergency.
The final chapter, “The ‘Athlete Gene’ in China’s Future,” shifts to South
China, where bgi Genomics provides an important contrast to Biopolis in its
mix of a commercial global thrust and the use of ethnicity in a national framing of genomic science. bgi has become “a global dna assembly factory” for
having sequenced most of the world’s life forms. Domestically, bgi deploys
official minzu categories that reinforce the national model of a Han majority versus non-Han minorities. A Tibetan-Han dna study is focused on finding the “athlete gene” that may provide insights for developing therapies for
Han people, who lack the physiological adaptation for living in oxygen-thin
highlands. This preemptive focus on a biological capacitation of populations
suggests that China’s scheme of official ethnicities is conceptualized as a diversified pool of genetic resources for the fortification of China’s genomes against
the pressures of an environment to come. I illuminate how scientists at bgi
are attuned to scenarios of catastrophic events associated with China’s huge,
aging population and the survival challenges of climate change.
The epilogue returns to the ethical quandaries of a technology that, by
seeking a pluripotent fate, may indeed open us up to a multitude of “unknown
unknowns.” I compare Biopolis as a transborder biomedical zone that acts
as a “dna bridge” to American cosmopolitan science, to bgi Genomics as
an octopus-like global biotech enterprise that also has a domestic agenda anticipating China’s national health challenges. Th
 ese contrasting modalities of
Asian biomedical entrepreneurialism both particularize and universalize the
life sciences as we know it. The pursuit of fortune, fungibility, and hope in
bioscience, I conclude, must confront fear and the finitude of life itself.

